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In this paper we look at the theory of reproducing kernels for spaces of functions
in a Clifford algebra R . A first result is that reproducing kernels of this kind are0, n
solutions to a minimum problem, which is a non-trivial extension of the analogous
property for real and complex valued functions. In the next sections we restrict our
attention to Szego and Bergman modules of monogenic functions. The transforma-È
tion property of the Szego kernel under conformal transformations is proved, andÈ
the Szego and Bergman kernels for the half space are calculated. Q 1998 AcademicÈ
Press
INTRODUCTION
In classical theory of reproducing kernels it is proved that the reproduc-
ing kernel is the solution to a minimum problem. The proof is usually
based on the construction of an orthogonal basis of the Hilbert space.
When working in the more general setting of Hilbert modules of Clifford
algebra valued functions there are two objections to the classical approach:
}In complex function theory, given a point x of V, either all
functions in H are zero in this point, or there exists a function f such that
 .f x s 1. This is no longer true in the general Clifford case.
}The construction of an orthogonal basis of H is not trivial.
  .As to the first objection, it is easy to see that, for x fixed, the set f x :
4f g H is a right ideal of R . Such an ideal is generated by an idempotent0, n
c which will define the minimum property of the kernel in the point x. For
the second objection, it is true that an orthonormal basis for a separable
Hilbert module can always be constructed, but one must be careful
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 .because for fixed x, K x, ? might not belong to any orthogonal basis: this
is the case when c is not equal to one. Hence the methods used to prove
the minimum property will be somewhat different from the classical ones.
In the next section we look upon applications of Mobius transformationsÈ
in the theory of reproducing kernels. Of course this will not lead to a
w xtheory as developed by Bergman in 2 for the complex plane, where
Riemann's mapping theorem allows us to calculate the reproducing ker-
nels for a wide range of domains using the conformal mapping to the unit
disk. Indeed, in the higher dimensional case, we have only Mobius trans-È
formations as conformal mappings, and this severely limits the possibilities.
It only allows us to formalise symmetry relations for the kernel in a limited
set of domains with a non-trivial group of Mobius transformations in theÈ
group of one-to-one mappings of the domain, such as the sphere, half
space, strips, and hypercubes a hypercube has a discrete group of MobiusÈ
.transformations as its symmetry group . Moreover in C the conformal
mappings can be used to study both the Bergman and the Szego kernel,È
since the Szego kernel is simply the square root of the Bergman kernel.È
Such a simple relation no longer exists for n G 3, and conformal mappings
there are directly related only to the Szego kernel.È
In the last section the transformation property of the Szego kernel isÈ
used to determine explicitly the Szego kernel for the half space. AdaptingÈ
w xa method of Axler et al. 1 it then becomes possible to derive the Bergman
kernel for the half space from it.
PRELIMINARIES
Clifford Algebras. Let R p, q be the orthogonal space with signature
 .p, q , i.e,. the n-dimensional space over R where n s p q q, with the
 .non-degenerate bilinear form B x, y and an orthonormal basis e , i si
 .  .1, . . . , n, such that B e , e s y1 for 1 F i F p and B e , e s 1 fori i i i
p - i F n with this sign convention n-dimensional Euclidean space is
0, n. p, qR . The Clifford algebra R is the algebra generated by R with thep, q
relations
e2 s yB e , e , e e q e e s 0, i / j, .i i i i j j i
2  . p, qor equivalently by the relation x s yB x, x for all x g R . In this
paper R and the vector space R p, q will be considered as subspaces of R .p, q
The natural projection on R of a will be called the real part of a, written
as R a.
Except for the basis elements e , and the zero vector 0 boldface lettersi
are used for elements of the underlying vector space of the Clifford
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 . .algebra. An automorphism a ª a9 ab 9 s a9b9 is defined by x9 s yx, a
 .first antiautomorphism a ª a abs ba is defined by x s yx, and a
2  .second antiautomorphism by a* s a9. For a vector x s B x, x is real, and
x is invertible if and only if x is not isotropic. For two vectors x and y,
 .  .yB x, y is equal to 1r2 xy q yx , and this expression is sometimes written
as x ? y. Since the Clifford algebra for n ) 1 is not commutative it must be
remarked that in the expression arb the inverse is meant to be put on the
y1 right hand side, i.e., arb s arb s ab . The space generated as a linear
.  .space over R by the elements e ??? e of length k i - ??? i is calledi i 1 k1 k
the space of k-vectors. The projection of a g R on this space isp, q
w x  w x .denoted as a and so R a s a .k 0
Three subgroups of the Clifford algebra are needed:
 .  .}The Clifford group or Lipschitz group G p, q of products of
 .invertible vectors. For a g G p, q aa* s "aa is real and non-zero.
 .  .}the Pin group Pin p, q which is the subgroup of G p, q of
elements such that aa* s "1.
 .  .}the Spin group Spin p, q which is the subgroup of Pin p, q of
products of an even number of vectors.
 .  . y1For s in the Lipschitz group the mapping x s : x ª x s x s sx s9 is an
 .orthogonal transformation. This way Pin p, q becomes a double covering
 .   . .  .  .of O p, q x y1 is the identity and Spin p, q of SO p, q .
Moreover a periodicity theorem is needed: let R be the algebrapq1, qq1
over R pq1, qq1 with the orthonormal basis e , . . . , e , e , e , with e2 s "1.1 n q y "
Then R is isomorphic to R2=2 and an isomorphism is given bypq1, qq1 p, q
a q d yb q ca q be q ce q de e ª ,y q q y  /b9 q c9 a9 y d9
or, in the other direction
1a b ª a q d9 q a y d9 e e q b q c9 e q yb q c9 e . .  .  .  . .q y q y /c d 2
w xFor this theorem we refer to Porteous 10 . In the sequel both the matrix
notation and the classical notation for an element of R will bepq1, qq1
used. An explicit calculation gives the explicit formulae for the automor-
phism and the antiautomorphisms, e.g.,
a b d b* s . /  /c d c a
pq1, qq1 y m .The matrix form of a vector Y g R is where y is a vector inn yy
R p, q and m and n are real.
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a b .  .The pseudodeterminant D A of the matrix A s is given byc d
ad* y bc*. This is the first entry of the product AA and so, if AA is real
 .  .and a fortiori if A is in the Lipschitz group , then D A s AA. Moreover
 .  .  .in this case D BA s D B D A for arbitrary B, since BA BA s AABB .
 .s BBD A .
y1 For the Pin-group representation we need A9 for A g G p q 1,
. y1q q 1 . For such A the equality A9 s cA* holds, where c s "1. As we
shall work projectively, this is sufficient for our purposes without making
explicit c.
Mobius Transformations. A Mobius transformation on R p, q is by defi-È È
p , q nition a bijection from the ``compactified'' space R to be defined
.  .  .strictly later on into itself which a maps spheres to spheres and b is
 .conformal. For p q q ) 2 condition a is superfluous, as in this case every
 w x.conformal mapping is a Mobius transformation see Haantjes 8 . TheÈ
 . q .group of Mobius transformations will be denoted by M p, q . M p, q isÈ
 .the subgroup of even sense preserving Mobius transformations.È
The isomorphism between R and R2=2 allows a very elegantpq1, qq1 p, q
expression of Mobius transformations. For this it is necessary first toÈ
describe spheres in R p, q in terms of the projective space over R pq1, qq1.
The sphere in R p, q with centre m and radius r is the set of the form
 p, q  .2 2 4 pq1, qq1y g R : y y m q r s 0 . It is identified with the ray in R of
the form
m ym2 y r 2r . /1 ym
To extend this identification to the projective space over R pq1, qq1, it is
useful to consider the hyperplane with equation y2m ? y y b s 0 as a
m b .generalised sphere and to identify it with the ray r . Finally a0 ym
formal sphere at infinity, S , must be added, corresponding to the ray`
p , q p, q0 1 .r . R can now be defined as R j S . Notice that S has radius` `0 0
zero and so in the Euclidean case is a single point. Points can be looked
upon as spheres with zero radius, and so are identified with rays in the
light cone of R pq1, qq1.
Spheres which intersect orthogonally are mapped to orthogonal rays in
R pq1, qq1, and using this it is straightforward to prove that every orthogo-
nal transformation on R pq1, qq1 induces a Mobius transformation onÈ
p , q  .R , the set of rays of the light cone. Indeed, let A be in O p q 1, q q 1 .
Then there is a Mobius transformation g such that if the sphere S hasÈ
 .  .  .associated ray rY, then g S has associated ray A rY s r A Y . Since
every Mobius transformation can be described this way, and obviously onlyÈ
the orthogonal mapping X ª yX induces the identity, a double covering
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 .  . of M p, q by O p q 1, q q 1 is obtained notice that it is not always
 . q ..true that SO p q 1, q q 1 is a double covering of M p, q , and also a
 .  ..four-fold covering of M p, q by Spin p q 1, q q 1 .
Using the representation of R by 2 = 2 matrices with entries inpq1, qq1
R , with each Mobius transformation 4 matrices can be associated. ForÈp, q
a b .an element of the Pin group A s the associated Mobius transfor-Èc d
 .  .  .mation g sends x to g x s ax q b r cx q d . A characterisation of the
w xmatrices in the Spin group was given in 7, 4 , based on the work of Vahlen
w x11 for the case p s 0. Notice that all such matrices have pseudodetermi-
nant "1. An important consequence of this characterisation is that cx q d
always is a product of vectors, and so, in the Euclidean case, it is either
zero or in the Lipschitz group. The same holds for the expression yyc q a.
The Dirac Operator and Mobius Transformations. The Dirac operator ofÈ
R p, q, acting on R -valued functions, is given byp, q
p n
D s y e ­ q e ­ . i i i i
is1 ispq1
It is a linearisation of the wave operator in the Euclidean case: the
. 1Laplacian . A C function f satisfying Df s 0 in a domain V is called
 .  w x.left monogenic in this domain see, e.g., 6 . The space of monogenic
a b .  .functions in V is denoted by M V . Let again A s be an elementc d
of the Pin group with associated Mobius transformation g, and supposeÈ
that V is a bounded domain. Then, if a function f is monogenic in V its
transform g f , defined by
yyc q a . y1g f y s f g y .  .n< <yyc q a
is monogenic in gV. In the sequel we shall only consider the Euclidean
case p s 0. In this case D is an elliptic operator, and the sphere at infinity
only contains one point, denoted by `. In this case the mapping g can be
defined even if V is unbounded and g` is finite. Assume V contains a
neighbourhood of `, and that f is monogenic in V. Then g f is bounded in
 .a punctured neighbourhood of g` if and only if lim f x s 0. g f thenx ª`
 .has a continuous and therefore monogenic extension in g`.
Hilbert Modules. A right module of functions H is a vector space of
R -valued functions on some set which is closed under right pointwise0, n
multiplication with any Clifford number i.e., if f is in H, and l in R ,0, n
 .  .  .then fl defined by fl x s f x l must be in H. M V is a right module,
but it is not closed for left pointwise multiplication.
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w xA Clifford valued inner product on H is a real-bilinear mapping ?, ? :
H = H ª R satisfying0 n
w x w xfl, g m s l f , g m ,
for all f and g in H, and l and m in R . This inner product induces a0, n
w xreal valued inner product R ?, ? . If this inner product is positive definite,
and H is closed for the induced norm, then H is called a Hilbert module
over R . The Clifford algebra R identified with the set of R valued0, n 0, n 0, n
.functions on a set with one element is a Hilbert module when endowed
 .with the natural inner product a, b s ab. The norm derived from this
< <inner product is written ? . Notice that multiplication is continuous. If a is
< < < < < < < <in the Lipschitz group then ab s a b s ba , but this is not true for
general elements of the algebra. Let now H be a Hilbert module of
w xfunctions on a set V, with inner product ?, ? . A reproducing kernel K is a
function on V = V such that for any x g V fixed,
 .}K x, ? is in H.
 . w  . x}for any function f in H, f x s K x, ? , f .
 w x w x.It has been proved by Delanghe and Brackx see 5 or 3 that a
 .reproducing kernel exists if and only if the point evaluation f ª f x is
continuous for all x in V, and that in this case the reproducing kernel is
unique. There are two cases of special interest to us:
}Let V be a domain in R0, n and define
w xf , g s f x g x dx. .  .HV
V
w xThe module of monogenic functions in V for which f , f exists, togetherV
with this inner product, is the Bergman module for V. It has a reproducing
kernel, which is called the Bergman kernel for V.
}Let V be a domain with non-trivial boundary ­ V and define
w xf , g s f x g x dS x , .  .  .H­ V
­ V
where dS is n y 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let N be a submodule
 .of M V of functions
 .1 which are continuous in V,
 .2 which, if V is unbounded, tend to zero for x tending to
infinity, and
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 . w x3 for which f , f exists,­ V
endowed with this inner product. The closure of N with respect to this
inner product is the Szego module for V. It has a reproducing kernel,È
which is called the Szego kernel for V.È
1. THE MINIMUM PROPERTY
In this section a modified version of the minimum property of reproduc-
ing kernels is proved. Let H be a right module of functions on some set
 .V, and suppose that the point evaluations f ª f x are continuous, so that
  . 4a reproducing kernel K exists. Fix x. The set f x : f g H is not necessar-
  .ily the Clifford algebra itself, but it is a right ideal of R if f x is in the0, n
 .  .set, then also f x l s fl x is, for any l in R . Such an ideal is generated0, n
 w x. by an idempotent c see 9 . This idempotent in the case of real or
.complex valued functions this has to be either 0 or 1 plays a central role
in the determination of the kernel function in x, as is shown by the main
result of this section:
 .   . 4THEOREM 1.1. Let T x s f x : f g H be generated by the idempotent
c. Then
w xK x, y F , F s F y , .  .
5 5  .where F is the function with smallest norm F for which F x s c.
 .  4  . w  .Proof. Assume first that T x s 0 . Then 0 s K x, x s K x, ? ,
 .x  . w  .  .x 5  .5 2K x, ? , and so K x, y s 0, because R K x, ? , K x, ? s K x, ? . This
proves the theorem for this case.
Assume now c / 0 and define
HH x s f g H : K x, ? , f s 0 . 4 .  .
H  .  .For any f g H x obviously f x s 0. Take
a s K x, x . .
w  .  .xSince a s K x, ? , K x, ? , a is self-adjoint, a s a. Take any f such that
 .f x s c. For any l in the Clifford algebra la s 0 implies lc s 0. Indeed,
w  .  . xla s 0 obviously implies lal s 0, but lal s K x, ? l, K x, ? l , so this
 . w  . ximplies K x, ? l s 0. This in its turn forces K x, ? l, f s lc to be zero.
 .Hence the left ideals and also the right ideals generated by a and c have
 .the same dimension over R, and since aR is a subideal of T x s cR ,0, n 0, n
they must be equal. As a consequence there exists b not necessarily
.unique such that ab s c. Define now
F s K x, ? b , .
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 . w xwith the property F x s c. Notice that F, F s bab s bc is self-adjoint.
Hence
w x w x} F, F c s F, F .
w x w xw x}c F, F s F , F cs F, F .
w x} F, F a s bca s ba s c.
 .w x  .We prove first that K x, ? F, F s F ? by proving that the norm of the
difference is zero.
w x w xK x, ? F , F y F , K x, ? F , F y F .  .
w x w x w x w x w xs F , F a F , F y F , F c y c F , F q F , F
w x w x w x w xs c F , F y F , F c y c F , F q F , F s 0.
Moreover F is the solution of the minimum problem. Indeed, any f for
 . H H H 5 5 2 5 5 2which f x s c has the form F q f where f g H , and f s F
2H5 5q f .
w xRemark. If c is not invertible, then neither is F, F , and apparently in
 .w xthis case the equation K x, ? F, F s F does not define K completely.
There is however only one function in H satisfying this equation. One way
to show this is to introduce the generalised inverse a² of an element a of
R similar to the generalised inverse of a matrix. Then it is possible to0, n
write
²w xK x, y s F y F , F . .  .
But it is not really necessary to introduce generalised inverses. Since
 .  .a s K x, x is in the right ideal T x , there is a l in R such that a s cl.0, n
Using a technique similar to the one in the proof of the theorem, it can be
 .proved that K x, ? y Fl s 0.
È2. THE TRANSFORM OF THE SZEGO KERNEL
In the following two sections Hilbert modules of monogenic functions
are considered, and especially the link with conformal transformations. In
what follows g will be a Mobius transformation with matrix representationÈ
q a b .  .  .  .in Pin 1, n q 1 given by , so g x s ax q b r cx q d , and for ac d
monogenic function f in a domain V, g f will be the monogenic function
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in gV given by
yyc q a . y1g f y s f g y . .  .n< <yyc q a
We now prove a property of g , which is classical for the complex case:
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. g is an isometry from S V to S gV , the Szego modulesÈ
for V and gV.
Proof. For functions f and g which are monogenic in V and continu-
ous in V, g f and g g have analogous properties in gV. The only thing left
w x w xto prove is that f , g s g f , g g . But taking into account that for x­ V ­ g V
on the boundary of V the Jacobian of the mapping x ª g x, considered as
a mapping from ­ V ª ­ gV is given by
ny1 2 ny2< <J x s m x s yyc q a . .  .g
It is seen that
w xf , g s f x g x dS x .  .  .H­ V
­ V
2y2 n< <s f x yyc q a g x dS y .  .  .H
­ g V
yyc q a yyc q a
s f x g x dS y .  .  .H n n< < < <yyc q a yyc q a­ g V
s g f y g g y dS y .  .  .H
­ g V
w xs g f , g g .­ g V
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K be the Szego kernel of V. Then the Szego kernelÈ È
of gV is gi¨ en by
yyc q a yuc q a
y1 y1S u, y s K g u, g y . .  .n n< < < <yyc q a yuc q a
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 .Proof. Take v fixed and let u s g v. For f in S V arbitrary we have
  . .notice that in the expression g K u, ? , g acts w.r.t. the second variable
yuc q a
g f u s f v .  .n< <yuc q a
yuc q a
s K v, ? , f .n< <yuc q a
yuc q a
s g K u, ? , g f .n< <yuc q a
yuc q a
s g K u, ? , g f . . n< <yuc q a
This transformation formula can be used to define an invariant metric
on V. Indeed, the conformal mapping g has a local contraction factor for
.  . < < 2the Euclidean metric in the point x given by m x s yc y a , where
g x s y. However, with the reproducing kernels K of V and S of gV we
see that
K x, x . 2 ny2< <s yc y a .
S y, y .
 .Notice that we are allowed to divide by S y, y . Indeed, there exist mono-
 .genic functions in the Szego module for gV such that f y s 1. AccordingÈ
 .to the expression given in Theorem 1.1, S y, y must be invertible.
Combining the ratio of the norms of the kernels and the local contrac-
tion factor of the Mobius transformation we obtainÈ
THEOREM 2.3. Let, for a domain V with reproducing kernel K, the metric
d be gi¨ en byV
 .2r 1ynd x s d x K x, x , .  .  .V
 .  .where d x stands for the Euclidean metric in x, and let V, d be theV
domain endowed with this metric. Then g is an isometric mapping from
 .  .V, d to gV, d .V g V
d is called the conformally invariant metric of V.V
3. REPRODUCING KERNELS FOR THE HALF SPACE
3.1. The Szego KernelÈ
The Szego kernel of the half space can now easily be calculated usingÈ
the Cayley transformation mapping the unit ball to the half space, with
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respective matrices
e 0n0 y1 and . /  /1 0 0 yen
The Cayley transformation is given by
x q en
y s g x s ,
e x q 1n
1 en’ . .which is covered by the Pin element 1r 2 .e 1n
The Szego kernel for the unit ball is given byÈ
1 1 q xv
K v, x s , . nS < <v 1 q xvn
ny1  w x.where as before v is the area of the unit sphere S see 3 . Applyingn
the transform theorem gives the Szego kernel of the half spaceÈ
1 yye q 1 yue q 1n nny1 y1 y1K u, y s 2 K g u, g y .  .n nH S< < < <v yye q 1 yue q 1n n n
1 yye q 1 1 q xv ye u q 1n nny1s 2 n n n< < < < < <v yye q 1 1 q xv yue q 1n n n
which can be simplified. Since x is a vector we have x s x9 and writing out
x and v explicitly as gy1 y and gy1 u gives
y y e u y en n91 q xv s 1 q  /  /ye y q 1 ye u q 1n n
y1y1s 1 q ye y q 1 9 y y e u y e ye u q 1 .  .  .  .n n n n
y1 y1s 1 q yye q 1 y y e u y e ye u q 1 .  .  .  .n n n n
y1s yye q 1 y y e u y e q ye h y 1 e u y 1 .  .  .  .  .n n n n n
y1
= ye u q 1 .n
y1 y1w xs yye q 1 y2ye y 2 e u ye u q 1 . .  .n n n n
This leads to a simplification of the numerator. For the denominator it
should be remarked that yye q 1, 1 q xv and ye u q 1 are in then n
Lipschitz group or zero. As a consequence, the product of the norms is
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equal to the norm of the product, and
nn n n< < < < < <yye q 1 1 q xv ye u q 1 s yye q 1 1 q xv ye u q 1 . .  .  .n n n n
Inserting this in the expression for K givesH
1 yye y e un n
K u, y s . . nH < <v ye q e un n n
Calculating the conformally invariant metrics for the ball and for the half
space, both times the Poincare metric is obtained. This of course was to beÂ
expected, since the group of Mobius transformations leaving the domainÈ
invariant acts transitively, and moreover is the group of isometries for the
Poincare metric.Â
3.2. The Bergman Kernel
As the Mobius transformation g does not provide an isometry for theÈ
Bergman space, the same method cannot be applied to the Bergman
kernel. The harmonic Bergman kernel for the half space however can be
 w x.derived from the harmonic Szego kernel of the half space see 1 .È
Adaptation of the method to the monogenic case gives the following
result:
THEOREM 3.1. The Bergman kernel B for the half space is gi¨ en byH
­
B u, y s y2 K u, y . .  .H H­ yn
 .Proof. It is clear that the function B u, ? is monogenic in y since theH
Dirac operator commutes with ­ . We write y s y q e y and obtain forÄy n nn
monogenic f for which the integral converges absolutely that
q`­ ­
K u, y f y dy s K u, y f y dy dy .  .  .  . ÄH H HH H n
ny1­ y ­ yH R 0n n
s y K u, y f y dy .  .Ä Ä ÄH H
ny1R
q` ­
y K u, y f y dy dy. .  . ÄH H H n
ny1 ­ yR 0 n
 .The first integral equals yf u . For the second integral, notice that
 .  .­r ­ y f y is monogenic and that K satisfies the translation propertyn H
 .  .K u q te , y s K u, y q te for any real t. Hence the second integralH n H n
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can be rewritten as
q` ­
y K u q y e , y f y dy dy . .Ä ÄH H H n n n
ny1 ­ yR 0 n
q` ­
s y K u q y e , y f y dy dy . .Ä ÄH H H n n n /ny1 ­ y0 R n
q` f u .
s y ­ f u q 2 y e dy s . .H n n n n 20
Taking the two integrals together leads to the expression
­ y1
K u, ? , f s f u .  .H­ y 2n H
which shows the reproducing property. It has still to be checked that this
formula is valid for f in a dense submodule of B and that the function
 .B u, ? is indeed in B itself. Explicitly the function B becomesH H
1 1 u y y ye q e u .  .n n n n
B u, y s y2 q n . . nH nq2 /< <v ye q e u < <ye q e un n n n n
w  .  .x  .It is easily checked that B u, ? , B u, ? is finite, and so B u, ? is inH H H H
the Bergman space B. Moreover, if we take the auxiliary space
N s f : 'e ) 0: f ?y e e g B 4 .n
 .then it is easily proved that i for all f in N the integrals mentioned
 .above indeed converge and ii that N is dense in B. This proves the
theorem.
Remark. Both the Szego kernel and the Bergman kernel have as theirÈ
real parts the corresponding kernels for the spaces of harmonic functions.
As a result the components of the reproducing kernels can be used to
define conjugate harmonic functions in the sense of Stein and Weiss.
Indeed, let h be a harmonic function in the appropriate Hilbert space, and
apply the kernel for the corresponding module of monogenic functions.
The resulting function has as real part h, and its other components are
conjugate harmonic functions.
J. CNOPS584
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